Need a good reason to choose Pastel Evolution? Here’s 10.
1. Comprehensive range of features and functionality
Pastel Evolution is built with a wide-range of features and functionality, complemented by a number of add-on modules allowing the solution to be
scalable, flexible and robust management tool for growing business. Integrated Business Activity Management functionality is woven into the core
of the accounting package, providing you with a holistic view of your business as both accounting and operational data reside in the same system.

2. Cost effective and easy to use
With many years experience in software development and with over 180,000 business using our software, Sage Pastel has an in-depth understanding
of what makes software usable and flexible. Pastel Evolution is both intuitive and easy to implement and use.

3. Caters for business growth
As your business grows and requirements change, you can rest easy knowing that Pastel Evolution has you covered. Built utilising Microsoft®’s
SQL Server Database, Evolution can not only scale and support your need for increased users as your business expands but will also ensure your
data’s integrity.

4. Specialised modules can be included to cater in industry specific requirements
Pastel Evolution has a range of add-on modules that cater for industry specific needs. This added functionality seamlessly integrates with Evolution’s
core financials thus providing your business with solutions specific to your business processes and needs.

5. Gain greater insight into your business
Pastel Evolution’s Business Intelligence Centre allows you to manipulate data in any way you need. Design specialised reports that give you a
competitive edge. See trends in your business that would otherwise be difficult to recognise. Slice and dice data through “what-if” scenarios
enabling you to run ideas through your financials.

6. Sage Pastel Evolution can seamlessly integrate with other business software applications
Pastel Evolution is an end-to-end business management tool that can easily integrate with other software applications allowing your business to
improve its efficiency and productivity while enhancing your businesses accounting and reporting activities.

7. Improve and enhance Customer and Supplier relations
Pastel Evolution CRM gives your business the competitive edge. It is a powerful business tool that allows you to track, analyse and manage customer
and supplier interactions within your business, allowing you to be proactive in meeting and exceeding their demands. Sales Force Automation helps
you track and manage sales opportunities which are very precious in today’s competitive business environment.

8. Manage employee productivity
Use Pastel Evolution’s unique Business Activity functionality to set and manage employee tasks and productivity. View graphical representations
of which activities have been closed and which are still open. Business is no longer “just about numbers” but monitoring business process as well.

9. Backed by international service and support infrastructure
With a community of more than 80 Business Partners plus an extensive reseller network of over 450, in more than 52 countries, you can be rest
assured that we will support your business anywhere in the world.

10. 9 out of 10 accountants in South Africa recommend Pastel Accounting
For over 20 years, Pastel Evolution has been the trusted name in business and financial software. Make the right choice for your business and let
Pastel Evolution take you beyond accounting.
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